Popular Brands and U.S. Electoral Disinformation: The State of Georgia’s Senate Race

Report Date: January 5, 2021
GDI has studied a selection of known disinformation sites publishing conspiracies on the U.S. electoral results and the senatorial runoff in the state of Georgia.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Election will result in civil war
- Voter fraud
- Ballot stuffing
- Democrat secrets
These conspiracies form part of a broader disinformation landscape around the U.S. elections. These narratives are being framed around or within stories.
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FACT CHECK: Did President Trump Really Tell the Georgia Secretary of State to Steal the Election?

The fake news is lying again.

By Shane Trejo

Published 13 hours ago on Jan 3, 2021
MAGA Patriots Must Win the GOP Civil War

The grassroots need destroy RINOss in primary contests, support Republicans in general elections, and make sure establishment
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BREAKING: Fulton County Georgia Ballot Inspection Hearing Subverted - Georgia Stalling to Prevent Forensic Review of Suspected Fraudulent Absentee Ballots

By Joe Hoft
Published January 4, 2021 at 1:14pm
817 Comments

It is believed that the attempt to move the case was because Fulton County does not have all the ballots to inspect. Once inspected, thousands of fraudulent ballots are expected to be uncovered.
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The media are lying about Trump’s phone call with Raffensperger

By Andrew Widburg

The mainstream media and Georgia’s secretary of state, Brad Raffensperger, are utterly disgraceful, dishonest, and manipulative people. Raffensperger released a private phone call that the media immediately claimed — falsely — showed Trump begging Raffensperger to fraudulently find enough votes for Trump to win. In fact, Trump called Raffensperger to get him to stop obstructing the fraud investigation. As Trump explained during the call, evidence proves Trump won Georgia by a massive margin, only to have victory stolen through equally massive fraud. Trump sought to avoid litigation forcing Raffensperger to do his...
2020

Ignoring And Ridiculing Election Fraud Concerns Will Not Make Them Go Away

If nothing else, conservatives must all be on board with addressing the disastrous crisis of trust this election has produced.

Restoration of trust in due process is the central goal of the statement issued by Sen. Ted Cruz on election integrity. He and the 11 other senators who signed it understand something that few officials and pundits—particularly many self-described conservatives—are willing to admit: To certify electors without a comprehensive investigation into thousands of allegations of fraud in the 2020 election would be a betrayal of Americans’ trust as well as an egregious violation of their oath to protect the Constitution.

Whether or not you agree there was massive electoral fraud in the 2020 presidential election does not really matter at this point. Every American should be deeply concerned if nearly half of all voters are convinced that large-scale fraud handed the election to the Biden-Harris ticket. Some may hope the conviction will fade with time, but more likely the distrust will deepen, especially since it comes despite non-stop denials and censorship about fraud by both Big Tech and Big Media.

Rasmussen’s poll indicates that 47 percent of voters believe fraud swayed the election (and 75 percent of Republicans). Some dismiss Rasmussen as leaning to the right. But even standard left-leaning pollsters such as Quinnipiac and Reuters consistently claim that half of Republicans believe there was massive fraud. Reuters even noted that 16 percent of Democrats and 33 percent of independents agree.
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Georgia data reveals 30,000+ Trump votes removed, another 12,173 switched to Biden: Data scientists
Georgia Senate Hearing Reveals Surveillance Footage Revealing Potential Ballot Stuffing On Election
Data Scientists: Georgia Election Data Shows 17,650 Votes Switched From Trump To Biden

At the very least, the Georgia Senate race must be cancelled until this gross criminality and corruption can be sorted.

Georgia Election Data Shows 17,650 Votes Switched From
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Georgia data reveals 30,000+ Trump votes removed, another 12,173 switched to Biden: Data scientists
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Georgia election data indicates at least 30,000 votes were removed from President Donald Trump and another 12,173 votes were switched to Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden, according to a report released on Dec. 30 during a state Senate hearing.
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